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How-to guide for strategic planning and communication
campaigns
This document is meant to offer a step-by-step guide to Online interactive Risk Assessment (OiRA) partners and
to those outside of the OiRA community on how to develop a communication strategy around OiRA tools in a
national context. The aim is to provide tips and guidance for them to define and implement tailored communication
campaigns in their respective countries. Templates are provided where appropriate to facilitate the work.
Elements covered include the definition of goals and objectives, the analysis of the context and the mapping of
target audiences, the actual planning of activities including the content and messages, the timing, key
communication activities and material to be used, as well as their measurement (key performance indicators).
Specific sections are dedicated to social media and media relations (see Annexes).
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1 Introduction
A communication campaign in your country is essential to ensure that Online interactive Risk Assessment (OiRA)
tools are more widely known, supported and ultimately used by the end-users. Update or revision of existing tools
or development of additional sectoral tools in the country could also be a target of the campaign. Making use of
strategic planning to set up the key elements of the campaign can both increase the outreach to a wider audience
and result in an increasing number of micro- and small enterprises (MSEs) using the OiRA tools and carrying out
the necessary risk assessment in their workplaces.
The aim of this document is to support the development of a fully developed strategic communication plan, tailored
to your specific country and needs. It may be used as a step-by-step guide for beginners, or a checklist/reminder
for communication experts.
The guide is based on a tested methodology, which aims to ensure that each communication/promotional activity
or material planned, designed and implemented will be in line with, and will contribute to, achieving your
objectives. Clear steps are proposed, each naturally leading to the next. It starts by defining your campaign’s
overarching goals and objectives, analyses the context in which the campaign will take place, and identifies the
different target groups. It then helps define the various activities to organise and which resources to use,
depending on the target and momentum, and in which order of priority (from the most necessary, to the less
important or more dispensable).
Communication materials proposed include elements of the online OiRA promotion toolkit put at your disposal by
the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA). For each of the elements already available, a
short, detailed guide on how to use and tailor them is in Annex 2. Other suggestions are listed for inspiration. At
the end of the document, key performance indicators (KPIs) are also proposed for the various types of
communication activities and materials, to be used to regularly check results obtained, and possibly redirect the
overall strategy and plan. The KPIs are based on those already identified during the May 2016 OiRA community
strategic meeting in Lisbon. The guide also contains advice on how to engage intermediaries, and how to optimise
the use of social media and media relations.
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2 Step 1: Define your overarching goals and objectives
2.1 Goals
The first step of strategic planning in the framework of a communication campaign is to identify and clearly state
your overarching goal, which is what you want to accomplish. This will contribute to framing your overall plan:
your aim will be to ensure that all campaign activities planned and implemented are in line with this overall goal.
You may decide to define one unique overarching goal, or several, for example:
 Ensure all existing OiRA tools in the country are used by as many end-users (employers/MSEs) as
possible (uptake).
 Inform the public of the existence of OiRA, how it works in the country, who is behind it and its concrete
benefits (awareness raising).
 Ensure that the relevant stakeholders develop more sectoral tools at the national level (development).

2.2 Objectives
Once your goals are set up, the next step is to define specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and timebound (SMART) objectives for each. These are the results that need to be achieved to reach the goals.
Specific means being explicit and precise when describing what you want to achieve, for example ‘ensure that
all national professional associations in the relevant sector are aware of the existence and availability of a new
OiRA tool, as they all received the information proactively’.
Measurable indicates that the objectives should be sufficiently defined, and possibly split into measurable
elements with obvious results, for example ‘set up OiRA training in different formats’.
Achievable suggests that the objectives should be attainable at an acceptable level with the resources you can
devote to it, for example ‘have a new sector interested in and ready to develop an OiRA tool in the first year’.
The objectives should also be relevant for your organisation, considering your profile, for example ‘become the
national information centre for OiRA’.
Time-bound means setting a time limit, for example ‘two months after the availability of a new sectoral tool’ or ‘in
the year following the launch of the national promotion campaign’.

2.3 Outcome of Step 1
Once this first step is completed, you will have a list of goals and objectives, which may be organised in a table.

Goal 1: Ensure that all existing OiRA tools in the country are used by as many end-users (employers/MSEs)
as possible
Objective 1:
Objective 2:
Objective 3:
Goal 2: Ensure more tools are developed at the national level by the relevant stakeholders
Objective 1:
Objective 2:
Objective 3:
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Goal 3: Crebris limitibus caeli arma perferret confines crebris moturus reges Arelate.
Objective 1:
Objective 2:
Objective 3:
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3 Step 2: Establishing the context
3.1 A SWOT analysis
The second step is to establish the context in which your campaign will take place at the national and, if needed,
European levels. Conducting a comprehensive strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT)
analysis focusing on the promotion/communication of OiRA in your country will allow you to list factors, both inside
and outside your organisation that may influence the effectiveness of your communication activities. Internal
factors are strengths or weaknesses and external factors are opportunities or threats.
The SWOT analysis is generally presented in the same format as the following table.

WEAKNESSES
STRENGTHS
Internal factors that may be used to support and help
achieve your communication goals and objectives

Internal factors that may hinder your activities and
prevent you from achieving your communication goals
and objectives

–

–

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

External factors that may be used to support and
help achieve your communication goals and
objectives

External factors that may hinder your activities and
prevent you from achieving your communication goals
and objectives

–

–

3.2 Suggested questions
When filling in your SWOT table, you may wish to consider some of the following questions.
To find STRENGTHS and WEAKNESSES, try to answer the following questions.
 What are your assets/shortcomings?
 Do you have a dedicated communication team and enough internal resources (human, time, financial)?
 Do you have an existing generic or specific (public relations (PR), social media, multipliers, etc.)
communication strategy in place?
 Are you well known for OSH-related activities in your country? A recognised source of information for
other stakeholders?
 Do you have good experience to build on? Have you already been involved in the Healthy Workplaces
Campaign or other EU or national campaigns, which might serve as a model for this initiative?
 Do you have communication channels and tools already in place that could be useful to disseminate
information about the campaign? Would some others still need to be improved/enhanced/developed (e.g.
your website, publications, social media, events, PR activities, multipliers)?
 Are there formal structures and processes in place for communicating with your stakeholders and different
target groups?
 Have you developed good relations with different target groups and stakeholders? Are some targets more
difficult to reach for you? Are some of your targets more receptive than others? Which ones?
 What are your skills?
 Do you have sufficient (specialised) knowledge and skills within your team?
 Is communication perceived as a priority within your organisation or institution?
 What do you do well?
 If you have a communication strategy, do you review it on a regular basis?
 Do you collect data on and monitor your communication activities, tools and channels (e.g. events, press
relation activities, website, newsletter, other publications)?
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Are these activities’ results evaluated? If so, what were the strong points and lessons learnt?
Which one of your communication channels or tools is most successful or has the biggest audience?
What advantages do you have over your competitors?
Are you an established organisation or institution that is strongly recognised in your field and has a solid
track record?

To establish OPPORTUNITIES and THREATS, consider the following.
To support the identification of external factors, we recommend you consider political, economic, social,
technical, environmental and legal (PESTEL) factors that may influence your communication strategy. In
addition, you can raise the following questions:
 What opportunities or challenges/obstacles are you currently facing?
 Who can support you and how?
 Who and what might cause you problems/difficulties in the future and how?
 Do you already have established partnerships?
 Are there any other campaigns that you might affiliate with to increase your reach? Or competing ones
that might divert attention from you?
 Are there possibilities or incentives to strengthen your partnerships?
 Are there any emerging trends or developments you could capitalise on? Or are there trends in the
opposite direction'?
 Is the issue a priority in your country?
 Are there any new regulations/policy actions on the horizon, at either national or EU level, that could offer
advantages or disadvantages to you or affect your work in a positive or negative way?
 Do your communication objectives fit with the country’s policy priorities?
 Are there any dates that could be particularly appropriate (or not) for dissemination, e.g. World Day for
Safety and Health at Work (28 April) or Labour Day (1 May)?
 Is national public opinion in your country favourable towards occupational safety and health (OSH)
issues? Is it favourable towards EU projects and/or the EU as a whole?
 Are there any upcoming high-visibility announcements/events/initiatives related to your issue that could
generate national (and international) media attention?
 Have any recent incidents/stories put the spotlight on OSH and generated national media attention
(positive or negative)?
 Are any new innovative tools/channels gaining popularity that you could utilise in the campaign? Are there
any media and communication trends that could create challenges?
 Are there any external economic forces (positive or negative) that could affect your work/the campaign?
 Do your communication objectives clash with other stakeholders’ communication strategies and policy
priorities?
Once the environment in which you are working is established, it will be easier to make a final decision on whether
or not the selected goals and objectives are achievable. If the answer is positive, the next step is to decide upon
priorities and tactics: using the identified strengths and opportunities to overcome weaknesses and threats.

Practical example:
If you know that a lack of internal resources will prevent you from organising your own events, you could
take advantage of key events organised by others, gathering relevant employers from your country and
attending as participants or speakers. If you do not have a newsletter, you could insert an article in key
publications distributed by professional organisations in relevant sectors. If you do not have social media
accounts you could take advantage of the most efficient and popular ones belonging to key stakeholders
involved in the project in your country.
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3.3 Outcome of Step 2
This step’s final outcome is a completed SWOT table. The example below is filled in with relevant results from the
previous strategic analysis conducted at the OiRA community meeting held in May 2016 in Lisbon, as well as
other possibilities.

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Internal factors that may be used to support and help
achieve your communication goals and objectives

Internal factors that may hinder your activities and
prevent you from achieving your communication
goals and objectives

Examples include:









statistical monitoring and data provided by OiRA
software, which can be used for promotion;
ability to promote existing information and in a
place to combine everything;
existing relationships with other stakeholders (at
national and European levels);
ability to apply lessons learnt/best practice from
others, including for promotion;
experienced EU-OSHA communication team
ready to assist;
having access to various elements of the
communication toolkit made available by EUOSHA;
existing communication channels (website,
newsletter, contact databases, etc.).

Examples include:







lack of resources for dissemination and
promotion activities;
lack of awareness and lack of an OSH
culture among MSEs;
insufficient capacity to cover all MSEs;
need to tailor the communication toolkit
made available by EU-OSHA to meet
cultural and linguistic needs;
lack of direct communication channels
with end-users (employers/MSEs).

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

External factors that may be used to support and help
achieve your communication goals and objectives

External factors that may hinder your activities
and prevent you from achieving your
communication goals and objectives

Examples include:








possibility of using third-party organisations for
promotion activities;
professional organisations that may help reach
small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs)/MSEs;
already established partnership in place (OiRA
community);
growth and jobs still an overarching priority for
all EU Member States and for the EU as a
whole, including under the Maltese and Estonian
Presidencies in 2017;
specific dates possible opportunities for
dissemination, e.g. World Day for Safety and
Health at Work (28 April) or International
Workers’ Day (1 May).

Examples include:
• difficulty accessing MSEs due to their high
number, geographical dispersion and diverse
activities;
• OSH not being perceived as a priority for
SMEs and low take-up by MSEs;
• volatile and continually changing media
landscape requiring new communication
approaches;
• growing Euroscepticism creating a negative
bias towards EU projects;
• other communication priorities at national
level.
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4 Step 3: Mapping your target audience
There are obviously different ways to reach out to and address an employer in an MSE, a policy-maker or the
president of a national association representing an activity sector. This needs to be reflected in your strategy. Be
it in terms of content (message, vocabulary, technical level) or format (face-to-face, web-based or print), different
targets have different expectations and needs. Knowing who your targets are, and understanding what they
expect, are thus key elements to consider when designing your strategy. Another crucial step of your strategybuilding process will be to map the targets of your communication campaign comprehensively, closely related to
the goals and objectives defined in Step 1 (Chapter 2). This work can be divided into three actions: identification,
profiling and prioritisation.

4.1 Identification
The aim here is to identify and list your main targets and the other actors that will help you reach these audiences.
The three groups are:
 end-users
 intermediaries and
 other multipliers
of your communication strategy and activities.
The main targets are the end-users (or beneficiaries) of the OiRA tools, first and foremost the employers/MSEs
themselves. They are very numerous and diverse.
The intermediaries are stakeholders that will not use the OiRA tools themselves, but have an interest in the
issue, namely in making sure that as many MSEs as possible manage their safety and health risks, particularly
using the OiRA tools, and the project might have an impact on them. Intermediaries are well placed to play a
fundamental role as multipliers towards the end-users. They include professional associations (organised at
national and/or sectoral level), social partners (trade unions and employers’ organisations), national/regional
policy-makers/administrations/authorities, the OSH community, etc.
Other potential multipliers include groups that do not have a direct interest in the issue or the project as such,
but can influence end-users or intermediaries and may help disseminate the message to the target audience.
They include, for example, researchers, schools and universities as well as journalists and the media (both
specialised and general).
In addition to your own knowledge, several sources of information may be used to identify target groups, for
example lists of participants in relevant events taking place at the national, regional or local level, existing
databases from previous projects or campaigns, or members and networks of renowned organisations working in
the field (e.g. social partners and other members of the OSH community).
At the end of this task you will have created a precise list of your target audiences, from the national to the most
local level, including the relevant web links and contact details.

4.2 Profiling
Once your list is established, it will be important to start analysing each of the selected targets, by determining
their profiles. This work will help you respond to key questions on your targets, know their position on OSH matters
(and, if relevant, on OiRA) and understand their needs, their sources of information and what can be expected
from them. This will ensure that the communication message and communication material are designed to reach
them and resonate with their concerns and priorities.
Appropriate information to gather for each target group could, for example, include:
 area of work (what the group’s specialty is, if it is wider than OSH);
 position, if they have one, on OSH in general, on OiRA, etc.;
 main interest in the OiRA tools/project, or what’s in it for me (WIFM), existence of OiRA tools available in
your country for their sector;
 what can be expected from them;
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needs (in terms of information, content, format);
reputation and influence on the end-users;
number of members and geographical coverage (national or local);
existing communication material and activities, including social media.

For this part of the work, the primary sources of information will be your own and your partners’ insight and
knowledge of your ‘usual’ targets, and the target groups’ websites. You may also establish preliminary contact
with representatives of your audiences to help identify what they would expect and what would work best for them.

4.3 Prioritisation
In most cases, approaching all target groups and working with all potential intermediaries with the same intensity
at once will not be possible, mainly because of resource issues (money, time or staff availability). It is therefore
essential to prioritise them by defining categories with different levels of effort dedicated to each.
 Group 1: those for which the most intensive efforts will be made;
 Group 2: those that will be informed (those who will be contacted but not extensively followed up);
 Group 3: those that need to be monitored, but do not need immediate action
The division of the selected targets into different groups will be based on the analysis of the profiling work as
described in Section 4.2, that is, the targets with the most influence and outreach potential towards end-users will
be part of Group 1.

4.4 Outcome of Step 3
The final product of Step 3 is a comprehensive table showing all intermediaries and other multipliers, each with a
detailed profile (1), including the group to which the target has been assigned. A template table is provided below,
together with an example of how it may be filled in.

(1)

In the case of multipliers, the column Position will not be applicable.
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How to engage Group 1
To engage with the targets profiled in Group 1, for them to relay your message to the end-users, it is vital to
stimulate and maintain their interest in the project, the tools and the campaign. Favourable engagement of
these targets may be achieved in several ways. First, it is important to contact each target in a personalised
way, with an emphasis on what the project can bring to them particularly, on why it is important for them.
Contact should be a priority, and must be both targeted and individualised.
You should first prepare a template letter (or email), detailing the project, the campaign and its objectives. You
should then tailor it to each audience, putting the emphasis on their particular interests. The focus should be
placed on direct benefits for their work and priorities and/or for their members. More details should be made
available, either in an attachment (a briefing or factsheet) or as a direct link to your relevant web page. This
letter/email should ideally be signed by a high-level person within the organisation. It should end with a
proposal to contact the person in charge by phone, at their convenience. You should then follow up with a
phone call or if possible a meeting, to explain more about what is expected and how you can help, and to
agree what can be done.
Moreover, success will also depend on ensuring that this will help the target’s work. Once they agree to
participate, they will have as many ready-to-use tools as possible, relevant and (as far as possible) adapted to
their audiences. The materials will include template letters for their constituencies at local/regional levels (if it is
a membership organisation), customisable news articles and press releases, web banners for their websites,
slides or material to be distributed at events, possibly with their own logo added to it, etc. This will help them
easily relay the information to their own constituencies or audiences via their existing channels and networks.
Elements of the online OiRA promotion toolkit would certainly help in this respect. These are available,
together with briefings on how to make the best out of them and explanations of how, where, when and with
whom to use each.
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5 Step 4: Draw up your communication plan
Once the context is established and the targets are profiled, it is time to develop your communication plan, by
defining precisely the specific activities to undertake to achieve your goals and objectives. To do so, you must,
while considering the profile of your target audience, determine:
 the content and messages to be communicated;
 the communication material you will use to pass on the messages;
 the best time for the communication activity;
 the potential threats/risk factors to consider;
 the resources required;
 the KPIs.

5.1 Content
You should highlight different types of content and information depending on the target, based on their specific
needs. Journalists, policy-makers and employers will not have the same interests. As a result of the profiling work
undertaken previously, you will have a better idea on which type of content should be used for each target group.
Examples of the types of content to use include:
 general information on the project, its objectives and its advantages, including why and how to join;
 announcement of the development of a future OiRA tool;
 announcement of the availability of a newly produced OiRA tool;
 generic news about the project and the OiRA community (at national or EU level, by sector);
 (good) news about success stories, good practice and achievements, including statistics about use and
satisfaction.

5.2 Message development
You may have the most interesting and comprehensive information and content to communicate, but, if you do
not customise how you present it to your audience, you risk wasting both time and resources, failing to achieve
your objectives and, sometimes, hurting your reputation. Working on message development ensures that your
message is consistent across all your communication activities and tools.
First, it is important to define the main ‘raw’ message that you wish all your communication campaign, activities
and tools to convey to all your targets. Considering how technical some elements of the OiRA project and tools
are, your first task here will be to ensure that this generic message is clear and can be understood by a wide
variety of audiences.
Once this is done, the tailoring can start. Your aim here will be to further fine-tune your messages and tailor them
first for your country (national/local level) and then to your target organisations: different elements should be
added to this generic message, putting an emphasis on aspects that are more relevant to each target (their WIFM),
to make them as efficient as possible.
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For example, your ‘raw’ message could be: ‘OiRA tools have been developed to help employers evaluate and
manage safety and health risks in their workplace’.
Based on insights gathered from the OiRA project at the EU level, as part of the online OiRA promotion toolkit,
tailored taglines have been designed for a set of key target groups, namely employers/companies, trade
unions, employers’ organisations, policy-makers and journalists (generic media outlets). They are based on
sets of keywords chosen to focus on the aspects about which each of those groups cares:
 Keywords for employers/MSEs: risks exist; free, easy solution.
Tagline: Safety and health risks at work exist – so do easy and free solutions to assess and prevent them!
 Keywords for trade unions: employers’ awareness raising; sector-specific; prevention.
Tagline: Raising employers’ awareness on sector-specific workplace risks and providing preventative solutions.
 Keywords for employers’ organisations: free tool; sector-specific; help for mandatory risk
assessment.
Tagline: Free, sector-specific solutions to guide employers through the mandatory health and safety risk
assessment path.
 Keywords for policy-makers: OSH legislation; compliance; MSEs; capacity building.
Tagline: Enhancing the capacity of micro- and small companies to tackle [safety and health] risks at work and to
comply with OSH legislation.
 Key words for journalists (from generic media outlets): hands-on/practical tool; community aspect; EU;
concrete solution; MSEs.
Tagline: Hands-on support for micro- and small companies to manage workplace [health and safety] risks –
developed by the EU, built by Member States, used by all.

5.3 Communication material
The next step is to choose the best communication material to convey your message and the chosen content to
each target group. The choice should be guided by your previous mapping of the target audience and by their
preferred sources of information. This should give you an indication of what types of material your target audience
uses most and the best format to use (e.g. written detailed information, short oral presentation).
A non-exhaustive list of communication material is proposed below. It is based on those already successfully
developed and used by some OiRA partners and includes other suggestions and possibilities. The communication
material is listed by type (web-based, social media, publications, events and audio-visual), with a short
explanation/description.
As part of the OiRA project, an online promotion toolkit is being developed by EU-OSHA and put at partners’
disposal. Its current elements are highlighted in green in the table below. For each element, the annexes provide
a more detailed briefing with advice concerning use and tailoring of the resources to your specific country/sector.
Some additional tips are also detailed in Annexes 3 and 4.

Material

Short description

WEB-BASED OR ELECTRONIC
OiRA website

Website managed by EU-OSHA, with all tools available as well as multilingual
FAQs, news section, section on MSEs, multilingual section on risk assessment
(RA) and more; all of this information can be taken and used on the dedicated
national web pages (by adding a link or by copying and pasting)

Dedicated national web page

Web page with information on OiRA in the country (objective, description, results,
main actors/contacts, relevant documentation/publications, etc.), including a list
of all tools available at the national level and links to them
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Dedicated sectoral web page

Web page with information on OiRA in the sector, including the link to the sectoral
tool

Web banners

Graphic images that can be embedded in a website and hyperlinked either to the
OiRA website or directly to the specific sectoral tool, aimed at attracting traffic

Web app

Application developed to raise awareness of OiRA, with a direct link to the tool

News
item
newsletter/website)
E-newsletter
section
Email
emails

(for

Short news item on OiRA, linking to national/sectoral web pages, which can be
included in a newsletter or a website’s dedicated section. Important to choose a
clear title that catches the attention

dedicated

A section dedicated to information and updates on OiRA in newsletters issued in
digital or printed format

notifications

and

Information and updates on OiRA sent directly in a proactive manner to the target
groups, in digital format. May include a link to further details or a publication in
an attachment

Facebook posts, both ready
to use and to tailor

Posts including text, image, link and relevant hashtags, ready to post or to tailor
(with a space to be filled in)

Twitter posts, both ready to
use and to tailor

Tweets including text, image, link and relevant hashtags ready to post or to tailor
(with a space to be filled in)

Embedded Twitter frame

Display of the latest Tweets (including by hashtag, e.g. #OiRAtools), embedded
in your website, for example on the page dedicated to OiRA, to highlight activities
and regularly updated content

LinkedIn posts

LinkedIn posts including text, image, link and hashtags where appropriate

YouTube channel posts

Posts to present your videos on the OiRA project and tools. Includes teaser text
and a dedicated, customised video thumbnail

Instagram posts

Posts with information and pictures related to OiRA and the tools

Flickr posts

Posts with information and pictures related to OiRA and the tools

SOCIAL MEDIA

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL
Generic ready-to-use video
about the project

Ready-to-use video delivering the main information on OiRA and describing its
main features

Generic ready-to-use video
— OiRA steps explained
(new)

Animated ready-to-use video that can be used in any country, for any sector,
introducing the key risk assessment steps to be conducted using the OiRA tools

Tailored national video about
OiRA in the country

Short captioned video created by the national partners, introducing what OiRA
is, how it works and who its main agents at the national level are

Tailored sectoral video about
the main risks

Short animated infographics created by the sectoral partners, presenting the
safety and health risks associated with a specific sector, introducing OiRA as a
tailored, easy and free solution for employers

Video
head)

(talking

A video featuring an expert and/or a key opinion leader, presenting the main
features/advantages of OiRA, with a focus on the benefits for the audience group
that the speaker represents or talks to most

Live stream/recording of a
conference/seminar/training

Stream or recording of an event related to OiRA and the tools (presenting the
project, introducing the risk assessment steps, etc.)

message

PUBLICATIONS
Flyer for end-users

Basic leaflet to introduce, in an attractive and simple way, a new sectoral tool in
the country, highlighting its advantages for end-users and directing them to the
national sectoral web pages to start their risk assessment work
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Leaflet/flyer on OiRA

Short leaflet developed by EU-OSHA, briefly introducing the OiRA initiative, its
objectives and how the tools work, to varied target audiences who are not familiar
with it. To be disseminated at events, exhibitions, etc.

Letter (or email) to end-users

Letter to be sent to end-users to inform them about a (newly developed) tool in
their sector, highlighting the main benefits

Case study

Summary or description of a specific OiRA tool or about the implementation,
development and application of OiRA in a specific country, including
quotes/testimony from users and statistics about the number of MSEs reached
or risk assessments completed (to be disseminated within another publication,
via social media, at an event or on a website)

Policy briefing

Short briefing for policy-makers, on the objectives and potential benefits of OiRA
tools in the country, with a link to their agenda/pipeline and insisting on the
concrete action they may take at their level to favour the uptake (including the
rationale)

Factsheet

Single page with key facts and figures, focusing on the objectives and
advantages of OIRA tools, how to use them and relevant website addresses.
May include an infographic that summarises the information

Q&A

A set of predefined most frequently asked questions and related answers

Article
for
specialised
professional magazines and
publications

Article introducing OiRA and its main features and benefits to end-users, for
publication in the group’s own specialised magazines, or to be sent to other
specialised press representatives. Can be prepared at national or sectoral level.
Icons and infographics may be used to illustrate the article

Glossary

Publication with definitions of key terms and abbreviations related to OSH and
OiRA, presented in alphabetical order

Detailed step-by-step guide
for end-users

Guide for end-users wishing to engage in the RA process; more detailed than
the leaflet but still direct and to the point. May complement the training video
presenting the RA steps, , which can be read at one’s chosen pace, including
while conducting an RA for the first time. May also be used as teaching material
during training

EVENTS AND MEETINGS
Launching conference

Opening event organised to bring together OiRA partners and different
stakeholders to introduce the project and the tools developed or under
development. May also be used to gather feedback from key stakeholders, which
may help in the fine-tuning of the communication/dissemination strategy

Seminar/workshop/training

A seminar or training event for stakeholders/end-users to tell them about the
project and provide dedicated, tailored training on the tools and how they
work in practice

Training toolkit

Accompanying kit with all necessary material for training (may include the Q&A,
presentation leaflet, factsheet and step-by-step guide)

Participation in a third-party
event

A presentation to be done at key stakeholder’s events (e.g. the main national
sectoral organisation) to introduce OiRA and the tools. Key relevant
accompanying information material may also be distributed

PRESS RELATIONS
Press release/statement

Press
information
pack/background information

A public statement that gives information to the media on an issue related to
OiRA, in general, on the particular project and how it will be implemented at the
national level, or specifically for when (several) new tools are available, with key
statistics/facts
Selected set of resources and information on OiRA for the media
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pack
Press conference or press
briefing

Appointment with the media announcing relevant information related to OiRA
and offering reporters the chance to meet developers or users, and to ask
questions

Press field visit

On-site visit allowing reporters to gain access to a place relevant to the OiRA
tools/where OiRA tools are being implemented

Other
Taglines, both ready to use
and to tailor

Summary of what OiRA is in one sentence, tailored for key target groups

Pitch, both ready to use and
to tailor

Concise briefing that explains the essence of the OiRA initiative (main objective,
background, advantages, how it works in practice and direct outcome/results).
Exists in oral version (for presentations or speeches) and written version (for
websites, publications, etc.)

Infographics,, both ready to
use and to tailor

Summary of key facts and figures in a visual/graphic format to underline key
messages at a glance (e.g. on OiRA statistics, on the RA steps and on what
OiRA is, in summary)

Poster

Posters highlighting the objectives and advantages of OIRA tools (e.g. with an
infographic, tagline and link to the relevant website)

Roll-up

Roll-up/banner to be used at events, such as fairs (in a stand), conferences and
other events, or for filmed interviews (highlighting, for example, the tagline and
relevant website, with an illustration or infographic)

Presentation/slides

Set of slides (PowerPoint presentation) to be used to introduce OiRA. While
developed to be presented at events, they may also become stand-alone
documents, which may be posted on websites and referred to on later occasions
(for people who were not able to join the event)

Bookmark

Bookmark on OiRA in the country (or sector), highlighting the relevant tagline
and web page, which may be distributed at events with end-users

Illustrations/icons

Set of illustrations/icons developed for OiRA, which may be used in articles,
leaflets, infographics, newsletters, websites, etc. They cover OiRA sectors and
meta sectors, the main RA steps, typical OSH risks and other related keywords

OiRA
graphic
elements

identity

All existing OiRA graphic elements, guidance on how to use the logo and other
elements of the graphic identity (logo in various formats, templates for letters,
PowerPoint presentations, etc.)

5.4 Timing/momentum
While developing your overall communication plan, the definition of the best timing/momentum for each
communication activity is extremely important. To determine the best moment to undertake each activity, you
should consider factors such as the political context, others stakeholders’ activities and schedules, your target’s
agenda, topics in the national/regional pipeline and your own needs (the date of the development of new tools,
new information). All this will help ensure your messages have the best chance of reaching your target audience.

5.5 Measurement (KPIs)
Defining indicators to analyse the impact of the activities undertaken is of utmost importance. It will help you to
ensure that you are reaching your objectives and, if not, to rethink and reorganise your plan and redirect your
strategy accordingly. Criteria for measuring your success must be defined from the beginning, during the initial
planning stage. These KPIs may be defined by type of activity/tool (e.g. an event or a publication), and include
both quantitative (e.g. the number of visitors to a web page) and qualitative (e.g. the type of interactions with
participants at an event, or what participants remember from it) elements. KPIs should be monitored throughout
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the campaign and analysed on a regular basis: ideally both after each activity and, more generally, at regular
intervals, possibly after the first year of the campaign.
Supporting tools for the monitoring of indicators include surveys/questionnaires, undertaken on site (e.g. at an
event), by means of individual interviews (e.g. with key stakeholders or targets), or online (e.g. through social
media or web analytical tools or media clipping tools). The OiRA software also automatically generates a statistical
report, at tool or country level, with indicators such as the number of user accounts, the number of assessments
created with each tool and the number of guest accounts. The report also includes the results of a survey, covering
other quantitative and qualitative information for the following fields:
 number of survey responses;
 number of employees in the organisation;
 who conducted the assessment (staff, third party, etc.);
 how the organisation learned about OiRA;
 if the workers were involved;
 if the organisation’s needs were met;
 if the organisation would recommend the OiRA tool.
These elements may be used to monitor your results, evaluate your impact and possibly adapt your strategy
accordingly (focusing on certain sectors, targets, the communication activities and material that seem to be more
efficient, etc.).
Some further indicators, including those agreed on at the 2016 OiRA community meeting held in Lisbon, which
may be used for different types of communication activities/tools, are listed in Sections 5.5.1-5.5.7.

5.5.1 Website








Traffic to the OiRA tool from own website.
Traffic to the OiRA tool from third-party websites.
Number of hits, page views, unique visitors.
Bounce rate and page view duration.
Click paths.
Number and type of external sources sending visitors to the website.
Number of requests for information/registrations received through the website.

5.5.2 Publication








Number and type of people on the mailing list (are all target types represented?).
Adaptation or translation of the OiRA leaflet.
Number of copies distributed or sent by email.
Bounce/delivery rate and unsubscribe rate.
Number of copies downloaded or viewed from website, proactively requested or ordered.
Number of clicks on content (hyperlinks).
Comments or feedback received.

5.5.3 Event








Number of training events, seminars, conferences, other events organised/held.
Number of participants and no-show statistics.
Positive or negative response rates to invitation to the events.
Number of hits on event website.
Number of requests for additional information.
Number and type of interactions during the event.
Overall appreciation of the event (from logistics to content, results and follow-up).
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5.5.4 Audio-visual material



Number of views and shares.
Number and type of comments.

5.5.5 Social media







Number of views, followers or fans.
Number of people actually or potentially reached by post.
Number and type of external sources sending traffic to the page or account.
Number of clicks on the post/tweet.
Number and type of engagements — likes and shares, comments, retweets, replies, mentions or
favourites.
Number of positive, neutral or negative comments, retweets or mentions.

5.5.6 Press relations





Number of contacts in media database or percentage of potentially interested media outlets covered.
Number of press cuttings or quotes in the media (i.e. number of mentions of your information, message,
quote or name).
Tone or content of quotes.
Overall reach of the media outlets featuring your quote.

5.5.7 Other material



Number of articles written (magazines, OSHwiki, etc.).
Amount of promotional material created (flyers, bookmarks, posters, etc.).

5.6 Other elements and prioritisation
To make your plan as comprehensive as possible, two other elements can then be included: the risk factors and
resources needed to conduct each activity. Both factors will help, when considering each campaigning activity in
a global context, to prioritise activities by order of importance.

5.6.1 Risk factors
This element is based on the SWOT analysis and your target group analysis. Key information on external factors
that might have a negative influence on your activity should be included in the table for each target.

5.6.2 Resources
This part should include information on the (approximate) resources needed to perform the activity, in terms of
finances, people and time (including whether it needs to be performed only once or on a regular basis, and the
implications for your team’s overall work plan).

5.6.3 MOL classification
In your plan, each activity should be prioritised. To do so, we suggest following the must, ought and like (MOL)
classification approach, which organises activities into three categories:
1. must, — activities that are indispensable to reach your communication goals and objectives;
2. ought — activities that should ideally be undertaken;
3. like — activities that could be done, but only if possible and if resources allow.
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5.7 Outcome of Step 4: the communication plan
Once all elements of step 4 above have been defined, it will be time to gather them all into your strategic
communication plan.
The strategic communication plan will entail and summarise Steps 1-4 in table format. For each goal and objective
defined, it will detail:
 activities to be undertaken
 target (chosen among the ones identified before)
 timing
 content or message to be passed on
 communication activity to be organised and material to be used
 risk factors to take into consideration
 resources needed
 priority level
 KPIs.
A template is available in Annex 1.
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6 Annex 1: Template communication plan
GOAL 1: In in inconsiderate dicto leviter contumaciter praeceptum et et subiratus.
Objective 1: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit

Target

Content and
message

See
target
group
analysis
—
all
targets
should
be
covered

e.g. info on
new
OiRA
sectoral tool
available;
highlight
specific risks
and benefits
for sector

Communicati
on material

Timing

Cf.
list
examples

Best
mome
nt
to
conduc
t
the
activity

of

Resources

Risk
factors

Time,
people,
budget

Potential
threats to
the
specific
target

Priority
level
(MOL)

KPIs

like

Objective
and
quantifiable
indicators
for
measuring the
success of the
activity

Resources

Risk
factors

Priority
level
(MOL)

KPIs

Resources

Risk
factors

Priority
level
(MOL)

KPIs

M = must
O = ought
L=

Objective 2: Nunc pretium vitae nisl consectetur pulvinar

Target

Content and
message

Communicati
on material

Timing

Objective 3: Integer et pellentesque lacus

Target

Content and
message

Communicati
on material

Timing
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7 Annex 2: Special focus on social media
We propose below a specific focus on social media, including tips for beginners, generic advice on which platform
to choose, opening an account or a page, etc., as well as more targeted suggestions for more advanced users.

7.1 The benefits of using social media
Social media is an additional way to connect on a different level with your community and stakeholders. You can
use it to build networks and disseminate information about your organisation and your projects. It is a great way
to get the word out to a wider audience about your activities, while simultaneously embracing your online
community and opening a dialogue with them. Using social media in a professional manner may increase the
dissemination of information about your activities and may also provide you with information on how the messages
you are sending are perceived, ultimately contributing to your credibility and reputation.

7.2 Before you start
Social media is a great way to share content within your community, but there are several key questions to
consider before beginning.
 What do you want to achieve using social media?
 Do you have the time and resources to properly manage your social media accounts?
 Are you producing enough content to share regularly?
 What type of content do you want to share and how?
 Who is your target audience?

7.3 Choosing the right platform
Choosing the appropriate social media platform will depend on the type of message you want to communicate,
how much time and resources you are willing to commit to it and where your audience is. To begin with, it is better
to master one social media platform than to split your attention between two or more.
The following decision tree should help you choose the correct social media channel.
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7.4 Getting started (if applicable)
Once you have decided to create a social media account, the first crucial steps are building your profile and
connecting with your audience.
 Build your profile: include your logo, relevant images and take the time to write a description about your
organisation, key projects and campaigns, etc., keeping it short but detailed enough for people who do
not know about your organisation.
 Populate your timeline: a blank timeline can be off-putting to potential followers. Create three or four posts
before you start and publish them straight away so that others can start learning about your organisation.
You can post an infographic or video presentation, link to your website, upload a photo of your team, etc.
 Get connected: invest time in targeting a small circle of relevant accounts, through the people you already
know and the organisations that share your content. Some of the hard work may have already been done
for you in existing Twitter lists and LinkedIn groups. As you start posting and engaging, your number of
followers will naturally increase.
 Start posting!
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7.5 Writing for social media
Social media has its own language and style. Some tips to maximise the impact of your posts are included in
Sections 8.5.1-8.5.8.

7.5.1 Choose your voice and adapt your tone
It is important to choose a voice that will help connect with your audience. The tone should be adapted to each
social media platform, to inspire your target audience to engage with you and start conversations. Although
dependent on the issue, an authentic, consistent and positive voice is usually recommended. For Twitter, the tone
may be captivating, yet simple and short; abbreviations and informal writing practices are accepted. For Facebook,
the tone is usually conversational, and of the same type as the one used by those targets you wish to approach.
For LinkedIn, the tone may be more formal and professional. Jargon and all caps should be avoided in all cases.

7.5.2 Keep it brief
Make your posts short and focused. Other social media users will not read blocks of text, so make your point
quickly and directly. The content needs to be easy to skim. For higher engagement rates, note that on Twitter you
should use fewer than 100 characters, which allows others to add their comment if they retweet. Facebook and
LinkedIn have no limit but it is better to keep it brief and to the point.

7.5.3 Use captivating headlines
Write attention-grabbing headlines that will motivate people to click through. Do not give all the information in the
post; make your followers click and navigate to your website to learn more.

7.5.4 Adapt the posts’ style
Twitter and Facebook are social media where posts with questions are more likely to attract comments than a
regular post. Involve your followers and engage with them when they answer. It is also a great opportunity to learn
more about them. LinkedIn, on the other hand, is said to work better with ‘How to’ and ‘List’ posts than with
questions. Insights and easy-to-implement tips are usually well received.

7.5.5 Structure your post
Your key message, hashtags (see Section 8.5.6), call to action and links are all essential elements of any post on
social media. Plan each post carefully so that it draws attention and encourages engagement, while remaining
short and focused.

7.5.6 Include hashtags
On both Twitter and Facebook, always include at least one hashtag (#OiRAtools) and other relevant hashtags if
deemed necessary, but not more than three in total. Hashtags are a way to organise content and topics on social
media. You can use hashtags to read content on a specific subject, to follow your content and tag it under a
particular subject, or to participate in Twitter chats. When adding hashtags, remember not to use spaces or
punctuation (including hyphens) in a hashtag, or it will not work properly. You should identify the hashtags that
your audience is using (e.g. by using Hashtagify.me) and follow them closely to find other people who share your
interests and to get a sense of what conversations are happening around that topic.

7.5.7 Use images
Images will get people’s attention faster than text-based posts and will make them more likely to interact with it.
Use high-quality and relevant illustrations to your post.
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7.5.8 Tag your ‘friends’ and targets
It is essential, particularly for Twitter, to tag or mention your target organisations and key stakeholders in your
posts, both to attract their attention but also to engage their audiences. Choose them based on their engagement
in the project, popularity (including with your final audience) and connection to the specific post. Bear in mind that
images/pictures on Twitter can include up to 10 tags; on Facebook up to 50. For Twitter, simply add @ and the
username of the person’s or organisation’s account that you wish to tag. On Facebook, type in @ and start writing
the name of the person (or group, event or pages) that you wish to refer to; a drop-down menu appears and you
can choose from a list. In each case, the person receives a notification.

7.6 What to post
There are many possibilities when posting on social media, but the key is to remain focused on the goals and
objectives that you have set out to achieve in your campaign strategy, while making use of the communication
opportunities that may arise from the news (see Section 5.1, ‘Content’, within Step 4).
The usual type of content for social media posts includes spreading news, the coverage of an event, or a comment
on your stakeholders’ or opponents’ events and news. News posts should, as far as possible, be prepared in
advance but published regularly to update your followers on what is happening with your organisation or projects.
With regard to OiRA, the content can be linked to the launch of a new tool, a new development, new statistics,
etc. You can turn this information into something more appealing by using infographics or a video. To favour
interaction, you can ask questions, reply to tweets, run polls, and tag or mention other users to engage in a
conversation.
Social media may also be used to spread the word about your events both ahead of time, to publicise it, and on
the day, to inform your followers of the developments and discussions taking place, and to engage the audience
particularly by ‘live tweeting’ during the event. Here are some important steps for promoting your events on social
media:
 Create a new and unique hashtag to use for the specific event. Make sure to include it everywhere:
posters, flyers, email signatures, etc. Using an event-specific hashtag will make it easier for people to find
what you are sharing but also what other people are saying about your event.
 Create a Facebook event page to make it easier for people to find out about your event. It will encourage
networking before the event and people will probably share the event among their network, increasing its
visibility. You can also create reminders to encourage people to respond on your event page.
 Set up a ‘tweet wall’ displaying aggregated tweets filtered by hashtags, which a moderator can manage,
in real time. It is a great way of encouraging discussion and promoting engagement among participants.
 Post compelling visual material. Take pictures of the speakers, venue or attendees during the event.
Make sure the quality of the pictures is good enough to upload. Alternatively, you can also share pictures
of the speakers with quote overlays. Take powerful statements from your speakers and add them to a
headshot of the speaker.
 Live stream the event. You can take short, live videos from the event with participants and speakers
(disclaimers should be included in the event registration).

7.7 When to post
Many studies have looked into the optimum time to post on social media, but the results are often conflicting. You
may wish to experiment with different timings and see what earns you the most interaction. In terms of momentum,
you can link your publications to key dates in your country or at the international level (e.g. World Day for Safety
and Health at Work), to your campaign’s key developments (e.g. when a new tool is made available) and to when
discussions are likely to happen on your issue on various social media platforms to which you can add your voice.

7.8 How often to post
The number of posts by week will inevitably depend on the resources and content available. There is a delicate
balance to be found between being too silent, which risks disconnecting from your audience, and posting too
much, which may come across as annoying.
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7.9 Monitoring and adapting your strategy
To make sure you are targeting your message to your audience, you need to invest some time in ‘social listening’.
It is important to follow the conversations of people who tag and mention the issues that are important to your
organisation. Of course, when others mention you, it is vital to engage and answer those posts. It is also useful
to look beyond the notifications box and use some of the tools available to watch patterns, track sentiment and
draw conclusions. Investing in this will also enable you to know more about your audience, who is engaging with
you, the best times to post and the type of content they want. Several popular tools and services may be used to
do so, such as Google alerts, Hootsuite, Twitter Analytics, Facebook insights, LinkedIn Analytics, Twazzup or
Social Mention. You will then be able to adjust your social media strategic approach to the needs of your followers
to increase the efficiency and reach out of your posts.

7.10 Managing multiple platforms
When you manage two accounts on different social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, it is tempting to ‘crosspost’, that is to post the same content on both. Duplicating content is especially useful for small organisations that
do not have the resources and time to customise different posts across social media and come up with new
content each time. It is also a great way to recycle your best content and get the most out of it. By cross-posting
on social media you make sure that your entire audience will see your content.
It must, however, be kept in mind that duplicating the exact same content across social media platforms can
create a negative perception among your audience if done in a systematic way. It is therefore important to tailor
your content. There is a reason so many different social media exist: they have different purposes, audiences and
features. It is important that the content being uploaded respects these differences. Tailoring content does not
have to be overly time-consuming. Sometimes all it takes is some work on editing the text, adding or removing a
few sentences. Another way of feeding your timeline without too much effort is by retweeting and sharing others’
content, as long as you tailor the text to suit the specificities of the social media platform you are on, and to the
audience you are targeting.
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8 Annex 3: Special focus on media relations
Media relations are a long-term activity that require effort, resources and ongoing commitment. When successfully
undertaken, activities with specialised (e.g. in OSH matters, in specific activity sectors, etc.) or generic media
outlets may allow your organisation to reach different segments of your target audience, including end-users and
intermediaries. Establishing and maintaining fruitful relations with a range of media outlets may, therefore, become
an important part of your communication strategy. Below, we provide some general advice about starting mediarelations activities and some more advanced tips that may be useful if you have already established contacts with
them.
Your objective is to gain specific insight about the specialised and generic media landscape, focusing on those
covering OSH-related matters, and to develop or nurture existing relationships with key journalists. This will help
gain media attention and coverage when you have a major news item or story to release, such as the launch of a
new sectoral tool, key results, and achievements in terms of implementation or number of risk assessments
conducted in the country.

8.1 Before you start
Before considering media-relations activities, it is important to ensure that what you have got to say is ‘news’,
which will be of interest to the targeted media, and that it also clearly fits within your communication strategy,
taking into consideration the current context at the national level. Another important question to ask yourself,
before planning an activity with the media, is whether or not it is the most appropriate channel to pass on your
message to the audience you are targeting. Only if the answers to these questions are positive should you begin
launching media-relations activities.

8.2 Understanding the media landscape and the rules of the game
It is essential to take the time to monitor the media, by scanning relevant media to see how OSH issues — safety
and health risks at work or in MSEs, or risk assessment, and OiRA in particular — are relayed, who is writing
about these issues, who is being quoted in articles, etc. Your aim here will be to understand whom to approach
and how to become one of the journalists’ trusted sources of information, whom they will contact for information
and/or a quote when needed — not only on OSH in general, but also more particularly on the importance of
conducting safety and health risk assessments and on the OiRA tools as an easy solution proposed to all MSEs.
In addition, it is important to take your national, political and economic background into consideration. As for all
activities planned in your communication/promotion strategy, there may be overarching factors at play that can
affect your media-relations strategy, such as current affairs and the impact of the economic crisis, notably on
written media, with downsized newsrooms, employees replaced by freelancers, turnover, etc.
Once you have established which media outlets are key and, within them, which journalists or bloggers are
important for OSH matters, the next step is to understand their needs. This includes getting to know more about
how they work.
Elements you may wish to look at are:
 The type of content they write on and the format used — short news snippets or longer themed
articles, case studies, local or international stories, generalist or specialised articles, how often they write
articles, etc.
 What their specific needs are — for example ideas that they can sell to their editors as attractive for
their readers; their level of expertise and technicality; what angle would interest them for their stories
(local or national, very practical case study, safety and health in general, societal or economic issues,
etc.); facts and figures (e.g. on the number of accidents at work or statistics on the use of OiRA tools and
number of risk assessments conducted); detailed timelines on future events or on the political decisionmaking process (e.g. a new national OSH strategy).
 How they like to be briefed — some may prefer to receive information orally, others in writing with a
short ‘ready-to-use’ quote, etc.
 What their sources are — news wires, other media outlets, particularly opinion leaders both generally
and in the specific area, and social media (both as information sources and as relays for their own articles,
etc.), and interviews with experts and other content providers, etc.
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Their working environment — what are their constraints and deadlines, who is who in the editorial team
of a selected newspaper, from editors to freelancers, etc.

8.3 Updating and completing your contacts database
Your media database may be regularly updated with key information, to increase your potential outreach to other
(types of) target audiences. You may add information on and/or names of specialised media outlets or journalists
working on OSH matters, on the economic health of MSEs, specific sectors of activity, entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship, etc. If they are not yet in your contact list, you may also find new general media outlets and
relevant journalists in particular covering economic affairs, European affairs, safety and health issues, societal
issues, local (success) stories, etc., who will help enlarge your audience even more. For each media outlet or
journalist, you will then be able to tailor your content and present the relevant angle that will interest them and
their readers.
Key information you may gather progressively in your database includes the media outlet name, type, publication
frequency, editorial guidelines, and the name of the journalist in charge of relevant issues, their specialty, email
address, phone number and any other relevant comments based on your observations and contacts (e.g.
documents, information or invitations sent, articles written, positive or negative quotes, etc.).

8.4 Developing a targeted contact programme
Most journalists keep their own contact databases, so they know whom to contact on what issue. Your aim is to
be at the top of that list for OSH matters in general, and for the OiRA project and tools in particular.
If possible, a single person should take care of media relations and maintaining the relationships. This person will
be the journalist’s first point of contact must understand their needs and must be available outside normal working
hours. However, this person should not automatically be the spokesperson of your organisation, as the person
who speaks on behalf of the organisation may need to vary depending on the issue and the context. For example,
if you decide to organise a press conference to launch your work on OiRA, there should be one charismatic, highlevel person presenting the main messages and introducing the OiRA project, with a technical expert also present
to answer technical questions on the tools. It is also important to ‘personalise’ your organisation, for example by
systematically quoting the director when highlighting your views in press releases and news.
Once you have identified key journalists, you need to get in contact with the most influential ones and those whose
readership include your target groups. You should tailor a contact programme, for example by organising lunch
or a meeting with high-level representatives from your organisation. These encounters should not merely be social
networking exercises, but should be well prepared in advance, with relevant facts and figures, details of key issues
in the pipeline (which can inspire future articles), timelines, etc. Information to prepare may include:
 the latest statistics on accidents and how risk assessment is key to identifying hazards, and proposed
preventative measures;
 the latest statistics on the use of the OiRA tools (at the EU and national levels);
 a list of current and future tools available in your country;
 details of MSEs that already use the tools or other stakeholders that have collaborated on the
development of the tools and could be contacted;
 upcoming key milestones in the project development, key legislation or initiatives in the OSH area, etc.
This may be your one and only chance to impress the journalists and ensure that they will consider you an expert
on the issue.

8.5 Ensuring that the press corner on your website is available and kept
up to date
An online ‘one-stop shop’ of resources can be very useful for journalists. This web page can include all your press
releases and the name of the contact person. It may also include other targeted information, including a section
dedicated to OiRA and specially adapted for journalists, using the dedicated tagline as an introduction, and with
specific material (e.g. from the promotion toolkit), such as a factsheet, a gallery of illustrations/icons that they may
use to illustrate their articles, the facts and figures infographics, and the presentation video (level 1 or level 2 as
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available). It is essential to present them clearly, including how they may be used and when they were last updated
or produced (in particular for the OiRA statistics).

8.6 Evaluating your actions
After any media-relations activity, it is important to keep a record of who quoted you, your organisation or the
OiRA project or tools, which media outlet they were from, and whether the coverage was positive or negative.
Analysing these results can help you further develop your future activities, possibly focusing on the most efficient
outlets for your message: generic or specialised, focused on economic, societal or health issues, national or local,
etc.

8.7 Enhancing your media-relations toolbox
A key point is to integrate your media-relations activities within your overall OiRA promotion strategy, based on
your available resources. This will help you to decide and prioritise what to do, with which (type of) media and at
what time.

Examples of media activities on the OiRA project and tools include:
 organising a press briefing, inviting all potentially interested media outlets and journalists identified, to
launch your national campaign, introduce the project, discuss the expected impact and alert them to
key upcoming milestones and reporting/coverage possibilities;
 organising a press conference after a year, to present the first key results or impact to all specialised
media outlets and well-selected generic ones that expressed an interest in the project (generally,
during the briefing or during your contact programme);
 sending out a targeted press release each time a new tool is made available;
 publishing an annual press release to the whole database, to present updates on key statistics;
 issuing short statements at key points when a link can be made with related national news stories, and
relaying them on social media;
 organising coordinated action at the EU level, together with EU-OSHA and all other national partners,
using the international OSH awareness-raising day as a hook;
 targeting local media with local stories about how OiRA tools have helped MSEs, and organising field
visits to key MSEs;
 arranging interviews of technical experts and OSH experts with key specialised journalists in a specific
sector;
 targeting an activity sector’s specialised media with a press statement to present a new partnership to
develop a tool or when a new sectoral tool is launched in your country;
 inviting key specialised media outlets and journalists to a training session for a specific sector;
 publishing a joint or coordinated press release with a key intermediary, focusing on its area of work.

We present below some tips to enhance different media activities.
Press releases








Carefully consider the timing of your press release to avoid competing national news stories.
Aim to circulate press releases before noon, and ideally only to journalists who cover your issue or topic.
Ensure you have a well-prepared spokesperson to handle any questions.
Stick to one key message, while responding to key questions, e.g. who are the key players, what is the
news, when is it happening, where is it happening, why is this news important.
Craft an intriguing and clear subject line.
Avoid all jargon, as your aim is for every journalist to understand your message easily on first reading.
Include a pertinent quote, e.g. from your director/president, and contact details for further information.
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Press statements




These should be shorter than press releases (ideally a single paragraph and maximum half an A4 page),
such as a decisive and memorable quote.
They are useful when there is not sufficient time to prepare and proofread a full press release.
Press statements can encourage requests for further information.

Press conferences








Organise them for major news stories only.
Pick an intimate and exciting venue within easy reach for journalists. It can be combined with a field visit,
for example in an MSE using the OiRA risk assessment tool.
Prepare speeches and responses to questions well in advance, based on the oral pitches developed as
part of the promotion toolkit. Consider having a director/president and a technical expert present to speak.
Use visual aids such as the illustrations/icons and infographics (or even the video) developed as part of
the promotion toolkit.
Prepare media information packs to support your speeches (e.g. including a dedicated press release, a
Q&A document, the OiRA presentation leaflet and the infographics from the promotion toolkit).
Explain interview possibilities at the beginning or with the invitation.
Ensure follow-up for attendees and for those who could not attend.

Press briefings






Particularly useful for organisations just starting to work with the media, press briefings can be used to
save resources and time in the framework of the contact programme, or if you have planned many mediarelations activities in the year, so that you can introduce them in advance.
Choose a convenient location, preferably in the morning (with coffee and snacks).
Where possible, announce important dates for upcoming updates, key milestones of the OiRA project in
the country, etc., so that journalists can plan articles in advance.
Use them as an opportunity to gain more media contacts, and follow up with these contacts regularly.

Social media



You may wish to support your media-relations efforts by posting links and quotes to reach a wider
audience, based on the ready-to-use and to-tailor posts available in the promotion toolkit.
Avoid tagging media outlets directly; individual journalists may be mentioned or tagged in posts, provided
that you have already established a relationship with them.

Interviews





Get appropriate training, especially for TV and radio interviews.
Prepare your message thoroughly (possibly using the oral OiRA pitch); use anecdotes, true stories of
MSEs using tools and having an impact, to illustrate your point and make it concrete; use facts and figures
on accidents and usage of tools to back up your message; anticipate questions. Rehearsing with a
colleague is useful.
Repeat your message several times to ensure that it will be quoted. You may wish to select a set of key
sentences from the pitch and the taglines (the ones, most adapted to the media and its audience). You
are not obliged to respond directly to questions, so always come back to your message.
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The European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) contributes to making Europe a safer,
healthier and more productive place to work. The Agency researches, develops and distributes reliable, balanced
and impartial safety and health information and organises pan-European awareness-raising campaigns. Set up
by the European Union in 1994 and based in Bilbao, Spain, the Agency brings together representatives from the
European Commission, Member State governments, employers’ and workers’ organisations, as well as leading
experts in each of the EU Member States and beyond.

European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
Santiago de Compostela 12
E-48003 Bilbao, Spain
Тel. +34 944358400
Fax +34 944358401
E-mail: information@osha.europa.eu
http://osha.europa.eu
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